To expand the understanding of how the church can effectively use various group sizes to
meet social needs






Identify the need for various group sizes.
Discuss four group sizes and how they meet social needs.
Evaluate the local church’s effectiveness in meeting social needs when focusing on
spiritual development.
Develop a plan for deliberately meeting social needs.

The church is a
institution formed by Christ to minister spiritually. We normally
consider the spiritual aspect and overlook the sociological aspect.
During our discussion today, we will talk about four group sizes that meet our social needs.
However, let me clarify at this point:
Just because a church is small doesn’t mean it doesn’t need small groups.
People like to serve the Lord
personal fellowship they desire.

and small groups provide the intimate and

So as we look at numbers and sizes of groups, continually think about how you can organize your
church to meet the needs addressed within each group.
Four Social Groups
Cell (3-15 People); Class (14-40 People); Congregation 40-120 People); Celebration (120+ People)
Remember the challenge to _________ on the need.
As you can imagine, Sunday School is an excellent structure for ________________ the class and
cell groups.
Cell and class groups ________ several purposes:








Entry points for new people
__________ avenues
Maintenance ministry
Indoctrination
____________/Discipline
Instruction
Serving units

Dynamics of Group Size
The church is a

organization.

People attach themselves to a voluntary organization because of relationships.
Forty people in a group

the quality of relationships.

Most youth groups, men’s fellowships, and women’s organizations rarely exceed 40.
The Small Group (3-15)
Small groups (cells) are the most effective in terms of in-depth relationships and productivity
in tasks.
Larger groups (classes) can provide the same function, but with diminishing returns.
Most youth groups, prayer fellowships, church boards, choirs, or mission societies heave 15 or
fewer members.
people are about the most any of us can keep track of.
When the group exceeds 15, someone can be absent and go
Most people will not feel comfortable
than 15 people present.

.

to discussion when there are more

The Large Group (40+)
When a group gets close to 40, relationships with people cease to be the reason to get together.
The sense of cohesion or unity is lost because everyone does not know each other.
With a group this size not everyone can be
the group or to each other.
Discussion and presentation styles must

to develop a strong attachment to
when the group nears forty.

Involving the participants in interactive discussion where everyone feels comfortable to
is virtually impossible.
Small group interactions are even difficult to facilitate with significantly
Evidences of the 40 Barrier
Forty is a barrier to continued growth when:
Absenteeism or irregular attendance

;

Small group principles cease to be
People become discontent and
Morale

.

;
;

Breaking the 40 Barrier
When your church, Sunday school class, choir, or other groups reach 40, implement the following
techniques to continue their growth:
Develop multiple
groups, i.e. in a Sunday School class, discussion groups or
prayer cells can be encouraged inside or outside the class.
Move away from small group

.

large group techniques, for example, become platform centered.
Turn the group’s attention to a leader or a task and away from

.

While the group is transitioning through the 40 barrier, ask for a high _________________
from each person until the changes are complete.
Do advanced

, for this is more helpful when holding large groups together.

Identify what groups are currently in place to meet the four different needs outlined in the lecture
(cell, class, congregation, and celebration).
Also at what level they are meeting the need for celebration?

Identify areas where your church can implement or enhance groups so they are meeting multiple
needs. Identify with whom you need to share this information.

